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often has the option of interfacing with the web. Web-enhanced districtwide manage-
ment software can make student grades stored in a teacher’s electronic gradebook
accessible to the students’ parents by means of a password. District-level software can
also track attendance for school, districtwide, and state reporting purposes. When
implemented districtwide, management software expands the capabilities of similar
software used in individual classrooms.

School-level management support software typically includes customized soft-
ware that helps the district track districtwide enrollment, manage finances and budg-
ets, and report on its operations both internally and externally. For example, schools
designed with a computerized attendance system may have the teacher workstation in
the classroom configured so that the teacher can report attendance by entering it into
the school management software on the networked computer. The attendance data is
then collected with that from other schools across a district and tallied daily. This type
of districtwide application allows every school to maintain and access up-to-date and
accurate information on enrollment, expenditures, and attendance.

TABLE 5.7 PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE EVALUATION RUBRIC

SOFTWARE:

DESCRIPTION:

VENDOR: COST:

NOTES ON USE:

Please rate the features below for each piece of software. Next to each of the items in the rubric, check the box that best reflects
your opinion.

Documentation Documentation is Documentation is Documentation is Clear documentation Very clear, user-friendly
excessively technical generally understand- user-friendly and that is logical and documentation that
and/or difficult to able but not very reasonably easy to easy to follow leaves no questions
follow user-friendly follow

Technical No local or toll-free No local support; Local support and Local tech help avail- Local help and toll free
suppport telephone support phone support avail- phone support avail- able for modest fee; support readily avail-

available able for an hourly fee able for modest fees no charge phone able at no charge
support

Multiple users Cannot be used by Usable by multiple Payment of a rela- No additional fee but Comes with permission
more than one user users if per-user tively small fee allows allows addition of up for multiple users

licensing is purchased multiple users to 10 users

Help features Few or no help Help limited to a Help Clicking a Help Help button is Highlighting and click-
features available or Read-Me file on button provides on- content-sensitive and ing area of difficulty

installation CD screen assistance with provides clear help brings up a related help
common problems feature

Tutorials No tutorials provided Tutorials may be Limited tutorial Tutorials offered as Extensive online and
ordered for a fee provided on CD or an online option or CD-based tutorials

may be requested on CD provided
without charge

EVALUATION CRITERIA

1 2 3 4 5
Software Below Above
Feature Poor Average Average Average Excellent
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At the classroom level, management support software makes managing class
rolls, student information, and class reporting easier. Such software often includes a
variety of tools packaged together that have the same look and feel. It is also often able
to transfer data seamlessly between components. These packages contain programs
that help the teacher create student rolls (often with a wide range of built-in grading
functions), assist in making and maintaining seating charts, help in attendance track-
ing and reporting, and provide a statistical and graphing component for assessment
feedback (see Figure 5.7). Teachers using one of these software tools might begin the
term by entering their students’ names into the class roll component of the program
and then generating an alphabetical class seating chart, a daily attendance report,
and summary reports of both grades and attendance whenever interim reporting is
necessary. Some packages even interface with district computers so that teachers can
simply download their student rolls directly from the district computers rather than
having to enter the initial data by hand. Management support packages are also often
customizable so that all teachers using these tools can work with a format that is com-
fortable for them.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

1 2 3 4 5
Software Below Above
Feature Poor Average Average Average Excellent

Administrative Lacks some of the Only basic features Basic features and Includes most of the Comprehensive fea-
features commonly included are included additional features features desired tures included 

basic features are included

Multiple platforms Works on only one Although purchased Program will run on May be used on multi- May be used on multi-
operating system for one platform, multiple operating ple platforms; features ple platforms with con-

versions for other systems; features may similar although not sistent features across
platforms may be vary with platform identical platforms
purchased

Conversion/ No provision for con- Cannot be imported Can be converted, im- Easily converted into Fully compatible via
import/export version between or exported into other ported, or exported common formats; conversion, import, and
features software programs but can be into programs by maintains most of export with all vendors

converted into a few major vendors format features
of the more popular
formats

All needed Missing many appli- Some needed appli- Most of the expected All basic applications Includes applications
applications (if cations that are cations missing from applications are included and fully beyond those needed;
a suite or inte- needed package included and com- integrated full integration within
grated software) patible with each suite and compatible

other with other vendor
software

Hardware Requires upgrades Requires limited up- Will work on most Works acceptably on Maximum performance
compatibility for some hardware grades to some machines without all machines without with no hardware up-

to work on all machines upgrades upgrades grades required on any
machines machines

Cost Expensive when Cost is relatively Average cost Reasonably priced; Special pricing for
compared to high when compared includes some educational users
other vendors to other vendors discounts

Total the score for each piece of software. Compare the scores. The piece of software with the highest score is 
your best choice.
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